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CHRISTOPHER WORTH & DAVID JACOBS - STRAIN

David’s delicate and ne touch on slide guitar is the 
perfect complement to Christopher’s rhythmic backbeat, 
and the two both have rich voices that blend together 
seamlessly.  Above all it is their attention to space and 
dynamic that sets these recordings aside.  

SSince the release of Rhududu Sessions, Worth & Strain 
dove into cowriting almost all their material together 
and have spent the past two years crafting their debut 
full length album, Xavanadu (scheduled for release in 
2023).  Xavanadu builds off some of the sonic 
landscapes of their rst EP’s but represents a next step 
in the duo’s songwriting, craft, and performance.  eir 
sound itself has sound itself has gelled into a rich and expansive acoustic 
palette that feels more cohesive and singular than 
before.  e two are singing in unison at times and, at 
others, trading off more complicated vocal harmonies 
and interwoven guitar licks.  Lyrically, Xavanadu 
explores a variety of themes that forge into deeper 
waters than their prior material.  Despite all this 
eevolution, the sound of Worth & Strain remains rooted 
in the simple power and timelessness of two voices and 
two acoustic guitars singing together.

Between them they have shared stages with (to name a few): Etta 
James, Robert Plant, Allen Stone, Nahko and Medicine for the 
People, Rising Appalachia, SaQi, The Polish Ambassador, 
Dirtwire, John Craigie, Shook Twins, Fruition, 
and many more…

“Oregon based singer-songwriters join forces in a powerfully dynamic 
acoustic duo with roots in delta blues, melodic folk, and vintage soul."

Sounds like:  Gregory Alan Isakov sits in on a ont porch jam with 
The Milk Carton Kids and Johnny Lang.

DDrawing from a variety of roots and blues inuences with a modern 
are, Worth & Strain are an inimitable acoustic duo.  Christopher 

Worth & David Jacobs-Strain began playing together in 2018 after 
jamming around a songwriters re and soon after were invited to play 

a variety of main stage sets at US festivals across the west coast.   
Within only a couple months they hit the studio to track what would 

become Rhududu Sessions Volumes 1 & 2.

TTracked live with minimal editing or overdubs, Rhududu Sessions 
Vols. 1 & 2 features original material from both writers, several 

co-writes, and a cover of the cult classic Robert Johnson song “Cross 
Road Blues.”  ough their command of craft is clear from the rst 

note, it is the rawness and honesty of the performances 
that are most impactful.   
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MAMA ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ https://youtu.be/XU3rJxR3FJc

MANIFEST ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ https://youtu.be/klF6bV08R4E

BROKEN BELL ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ https://youtu.be/x3Iu4wWMhsU

AIN'T NO BETTER WAY ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ https://youtu.be/tqjoJjCHXq4

YOU KNOW ME TOO WELL ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ https://youtu.be/g0LzqlLlj8g
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03 | PAST PERFORMANCES

Oregon Country Fair Main Stage
NW String Summit 
Sisters Folk Festival

Bear Creek Music Festival

NOTABLE PAST PERFORMANCES
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05 | CONTACT

BOOKING/PR
Dominik Schmidt
ROLA Music
Cell (US): 971-225-2205
Cell (Europe): +43 650-486-1366
dominik@rolamusic.com
wwwww.rolamusic.com

LEGAL
Peter Vaughan Shaver
503-473-8252
pv@pdxsa.com
www.pdxsa.com

LABEL
RhududuRhududu

facebook.com/worthandstrain

soundcloud.com/worthandstrain

youtube.com/worthandstrain

instagram.com/worthandstrain

twitter.com/worthandstrain

spoti./

applapple.co/

worthandstrain.bandcamp.com

tidal.com/browse/artist/

www.worthandstrain.com

Christopher Worth
+1(503) 887-1420
worthmusic@gmail.com


